
Optimal Circulation 
from Surface to Floor

The OptiCirc system of Aquadaptor 

downjets, venturi skimmer, debris 

removal safety drain and large 

capacity canister gives you the 

most efficient and effective solution 

to achieve optimal circulation. The 

surface to floor circulation action 

drives warmer water, chemicals and 

debris from the surface to the floor 

for a healthier pool.

Ask how OptiCirc can make your 

pool more efficient, healthier and 

easier to maintain!

The World’s #1 In-Floor
Cleaning Systems Company
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Optimal Circulation From The World’s #1 
In-Floor Cleaning Systems Company.

   Aquadaptor Downjets also create a venturi to drive warm water 
and chemicals down the pool wall from the surface to the floor for better 
distribution of chemicals and to combat cold spots for a healthier, energy 
efficient pool. It helps push debris down towards the safety main drain for 
easy removal. 

   A highly efficient safety drain (MDX-R3 or Buzztop Channel Drain) 
that allow dirt, leaves and other debris to be effectively removed from your 
pool and delivered to the large capacity debris containment canister.

   The venturi skimmer is the latest in high-tech and energy saving 
design that has twice the cleaning power over standard skimmers and 
it enhances debris removal at the drain. It’s the most efficient skimmer 
available for multi-speed and variable speed pumps. 

   A large capacity debris canister is conveniently located deck side 
or by the pool equipment to collect debris in its large capacity basket for 
easy removal. It pre-filters large debris which keeps the circulation pump free 
and clear of debris that could restrict water flow.

Four exceptional products 
work together to create 
the most effective and 
efficient surface to floor 
circulation available.

   Aquadaptor downjets efficiently drive 
water from the surface to the floor

  The large capacity deck side or 
equipment side canister collects 
debris and minimizes clogging    The MDX-R3 debris removal 

safety drain removes dirt, 
leaves and other large debris

   The venturi skimmer doubles 
the cleaning/skimming power 
without increasing energy costs


